INTRODUCTION
It is often stated, with some justification, that existence proofs in quantum dynamics are simpler than the corresponding results in classical dynamics. For example, the famous result of Kato [3] proves that the Coulomb Hamiltonian H = -5 (2n~J-~ dj + c A,-, 1 xj --xL /-I j=l j<k onL2(lW3N) is essentially self adjoint on C,,m(IW3N), so that the evolution operators exp(--iHr) are unambiguously defined as a one parameter unitary group. The corresponding classical dynamical question is still open; i.e., it is unknown (for N 3 5, ;Zjn < 0) whether or not for almost every initial condition the Hamilton equations associated with have global solutions. Results of Saari [9] and Sperling [II] imply, however, that the basic problem in proving this classical result would be the proof that, for almost every initial condition, x(t)" = XL, xj(t>" cannot become infinite in finite time. Interestingly enough, while Kato's result "solves" the dynamical existence question in the quantum case, it says nothing about the question of x(t)" remaining finite in time! From its physical interpretation, proof of such a regularity property is clearly desirable.
The problem to which we address ourselves here is, therefore, that of finding a dense set of physically reasonable states, f, such that (exp(-iHi)f, xz exp(-iiNt)f:> remains finite in finite time. The solution of this problem is not RADIN AND SIMON difficult; in fact for each fixed t, exp (-iHt) can be shown to be a bounded map on the set (equipped with the obvious norm) of thosefsuch that (f, c---d +x">f> -=I oz.
This result can be found in Section 2. To emphasize that the behavior in time of moments in position or momentum can be counterintuitive, we give some examples in Section 3, including a state, f, with the following properties: (a) At t = 0, all moments in position are finite; (b) Under the free evolution the fourth moment of position diverges for all t f 0; (c) Under an evolution with a purely repulsive potential, the fourth moment of position remains finite in finite time. In Section 4 we discuss in more detail the effect of local singularities in the potential on the behavior in time of moments in position. Thus, if ft = exp(-iHt)f, we have that I\ ft jl = i!fil and
Therefore we need only show that if f~ S, then ft E D(i x 1) and I[ I x j ft /j < (co -t I t I 44 lllfllll *
We will first give a formal proof and then a rigorous one of these two facts. Let x(t) = exp(iHt)x exp(--iHt), so that me want to show that (f, ~(t)2f)~p remains finite and in fact grows no more than linearly in t. Now formally the time derivative ,x'(t) = t[H, x(t)] = 2p(t), where p is the momentum --iv, so that (x(t)')' = 2(x(t) . p(t) + p(t) . x(t)) and th ere f ore by the Schwarz inequality -$ (f, x(fyf) < 4<f, X(@f y2<f, p(q2f y.
Equivalently, or (f, WY-'f>1'2 < <f, xWW'~ + 1; 2<f, PWW" ds. (4) 'But by our previous considerations, (f, p(t)2jJ) = j/ Ht"f, iI" < c" /I/ f ///1 , so (4) implies that (f, x(t)"f>ll" grows at most linearly in t.
To make the above rigorous we define the function F,(y) = (y"/( 1 + ~ya) and the corresponding operators FE(x), and F,(x(t)) = exp(iHt) F,(x) exp(-iHt). FJx(t)) is a bounded operator, so if we prove that for fe S, (fAWf>1/2 d (co + 4 I t I) !iif l/h independently of E, then taking E to zero exp(--iHt)fE D(i x I) and <f, x(t>W'" G (co + 4 I t iI IllfIll,.
Let X+1 , X1 be the scale of Hilbert spaces associated with H,, in the usual way [6] , so that H is a bounded map from Z+1 to Xi and so that, by a simple calculation, FE(x) is a bounded map from Z+l (resp. A!?,) to itself. Then as a map from z&+~ to X1 , F<(x(t)) is strongly differentiable and $F,(x(t)) = w> ~dx(t))l
where G,(y) = (gradF,)(y) = 2y/( 1 + cy2). It follows that for f E S, C Z+1: 
Moreover, for each j we have formally -$ (f9 xj(tYf> = Kf, (Pdt> %j(t)" + %(t>"pj(t))f > so that by the Schwarz inequality -$ <f, xj(t)"f> < S<f, xj(t)Y>"'<f9 PAt> xj(t>"P$(t>f >lin G f-Kf> ~j(VfY'"((f, P.i(t)2Xi(t)"f> + Wf, PjCt> %(t)f )Y2 G 8<f, ~j(t)Y>""((f, P,(t)Yf> + 2Cf, Pj(t)"f>)"" ' ((f> xj(t>4f> + 2<f, xj(t>"f>)""* Therefore & <f, (%(Q" + 1)f > < Yf, @j(t)" + 1)f )3, '4 i.e., (f, xj(t)4f >I/" is linearly bounded in t, and II X(t>2fll" < ,i II Xj(t>2fl12 = ji <f, Xj(t)Y>-
SOME EXAMPLES
We first want to show that for the atomic case there are f in Schwartz space such that (ft , 1 p 15ft) bIows up in finite time even though we know (see (6) ) that (ft , j p /"ft> is uniformly bounded in time. Since (f, 1 p(t)l"f) = co for most t and x'(t) = i[H, x(t)] = 2p(t), one might expect that (f, 1 x(t)j5f> would be infinite, but this is not true as we shall see in the next section. One way of seeing that this intuition is not reliable is to consider an s-wave eigenfunction g: for that case, (g, ( p 15gj = co but (g, 1 x \"g) < co. One might feel that the failure of the intuition depends on the (Coulomb) force being attractive, for the following argument is alluring: If (g, 1 p(0)15g) = 00 and (g, I x(O)lsg) < co, then for the free evolution (g, 1 x(t)15g) = cn for most t's since roughly (g, I x(t)j5g) -(g, I x(0) + 2tp(0)15g). One might certainly expect that for a repulsive force the corresponding x(t) will have moments strictly larger than under free evolution. This intuition is also wrong, however, as we shall see in detail in the next section; we give a simple example here illustrating this phenomenon. one sees that (d2/dk2)Ji0) E L2 and so (ft , x4ftt> < m for all t. Thus in this example f remains, in time, "better localized" about x = 0 under an evolution with a repulsive force centered at .1c = 0 than it would under a free evolution.
DECOUPLING OF LOCAL SINGULARITIES
In this final section we want to sketch a proof that local singularities in the potential energy V will not cause moments in position to diverge in time even though they can, of course, cause moments in momentum to diverge (see Theorem 3.1). THEOREM 4.1. Suppose V obeys (1) and that outside some ball in KP, V is Cm with uniformly bounded derivatives (e.g., V(x) = X j x 1-l). Let f E C"(H) witk (xl"f~L~fo~aZZn~N.
Then/~I"f~tL~forallt~~~~dallpt~N.
Proof. Let the ball in the theorem be contained in fx ) ) x j < R] and choose a function q(x) with 1 -q E COW, and q(x) = 0 for j x / < R and q(x) = 1 for 1 x 1 > 2R. Clearly it suffices to show that <f, p(x(t)) j x(~)[~Y) < 03 for all t and n. Since all derivatives of q are bounded functions of compact support, if <fl4W) I P(W"f> < 00 for all n and t then by mimicking the proof of Theorem 2.2 we see that (f, 4(x(t)) 1 x(t)l""f) < co. But p(t)" = H -V(x(t)) so that q(W) I p(t)12" is a sum of terms of the form p(x(t)) w(x(t))H' and pi(t) 4(x(t)) w(x(t))HT with q(y) w(y) uniformly bounded. Since l(.ft PM dx(9> w(xW)H'f)l = I<ft , P,Q(X) 44 Tfdl G II PA II II 4" llm II WI we see that (ft , q(x) w(x) H'f,) is finite, which completes the proof.
